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No .just hold it, just hold it-up for them to breathe.
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(You talked about^ your medicine s<j?ng, do you—?)
When you got a real bad sick perspn that's when you start singing your med- "'
icine song. When you know your not doing no good. And when the song gives
let's see, it gives you more; power to g.«.9t him well.
(What about eagle feather?

Y o u have, d!id you use that first time?)

The eagle feather, no after you get through with them like you doctor them
i

and then you get through with them: When that big smoke you pui^your eagle
feather over%it, like that.
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(This is the cedar a n d — )
Smoke that eagle feather too. And then when you get through with it you
start from that and-just fan them all over clear down to their legte like that.
(Uh-huh.)
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And th.at means you^gonna get well and be well and it's just like you to think
1

cause it' s* got medicine.

(You said before, sait its 'color green, the green, why do they like the green?
Why do they give you the gree'n?)
That green goods the leave of this—medicine is green. And,you just get a
solid green like that, this is light green, like this you know, color of
this.

You get that, or little darker than this one. The color's green.

Even if you get a yard of thjat it have to go with the smoke.
(Is there another strong medicine you have besides this one?)
Yeah this one, this is stroijiger and goes with that.
(Now where do* you find that?)
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It's up here east of Fletcher on the hill.
,\
(And what is that called in-Indian name for that?)
(Comanche word), means fine medicine.
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